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Abstract: 

The purpose of  this paper is to define and study a nano α-derived set using the concept of  nano α-open sets, Moreover, we study 

some further properties of  the well-known notions of  nano α-closure and  nano α-interior. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

L.Thivagar[ 1,2 ] introduced the concept of nano topological 

spaces with respect to a subset X of a universe which is 

defined in terms of lower and upper approximations of X. The 

elements of a nano topological space are called the nano-open 

sets. He has also studied nano closure and nano interior of a 

set. Quite recently he was introduced and studied the certain 

weak forms of nano-open sets namely nano α-open sets, nano 

semi-open sets etc.  In this paper we study and introduce  a 

nano α-derived set using the concept of  nano α-open sets, 

Moreover, we study some further properties of  the well-

known notions of  nano α-closure and  nano α-interior.                
 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

 

DEFINITION 2.1[ 3] : Let U be a non-empty finite set of 

objects called the universe and R be an equivalence relation on 

U named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging 

to the same equivalence class are said to be indiscernible with 

one another. The pair (U, R) is said to be approximation space. 

Let X   U.    

 (i)  The lower approximation of  X with respect to R is the set  

      of all objects, which can be for  certain  classified as X  

      with respect to R and its is denoted by LR(X).                                                   

     That is LR(X) = 
x u
 {R(x): R(x) X}, where R(x) denotes    

      the equivalence class determined by x.     

                                                                                                                        

(ii) The upper approximation of  X with respect to R is the set  

       of all objects, which can be possibly  classified as X with    

       respect to R and its is denoted by UR(X).                                                   

      That is  UR(X) = 
x u
 {R(x): R(x) ∩ X ≠ }, where R(x)  

       denotes the equivalence class determined by x.   

                                                                                                                                                   

(iii) The boundary region of  X with respect to R is the set of  

        all subjects, which can be classified neither as X nor  as  

        not X with respect to R and it is denoted by BR(X). That   

         is BR(X) = UR(X) - LR(X).    

                                                                                                                    

PROPERTY 2.2 [ 3 ]: If (U, R) is an approximation space 

and X, Y  U, then                                                                                       

(i)    LR(X)    X   UR(X).                                                                                                                  

(ii)   LR() = UR() =   and LR(U) = UR(U) = U .                                                                           

(iii)  UR(X Y) = UR(X) UR(Y)                                                                                                    

(iv)  UR(X∩Y)   UR(X) ∩UR(Y)                                                                                                        

(v)    LR(X Y) LR(X)  LR(Y)                                                                                                   

(vi)   LR(X∩Y) =  LR(X) ∩LR(Y)                                                                                                   

(vii)  LR(X)   LR(Y) and  UR(X)   UR(Y), where  X   Y.                                                  

(viii) UR(X
c
)   [LR(X)]

c
 and  LR(X

c
)   [UR(X)]

c
.                                                                    

(ix)    UR UR(X) = LR UR(X) = UR(X)                                                                                               

(x)      LR LR(X) = UR LR(X) = LR(X)  

                                                                                   

DEFINITION 2.3 [1]: Let U be the universe, R be an 

equivalence relation on U and   τR (X) = {U, , LR(X), 

UR(X), BR (X)} Where X   U. Then by property 2.2 τR (X) 

satisfies the following axioms:                                                                                                                           

(i)   U and   τR (X),                                                                                                                     

(ii) The union of the elements of any sub collection of  τR (X)     

        is in τR (X).                                                                                                   

(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite  

          subcollection of  τR (X) is in τR (X). That is , τR (X) is a  

          topology on U called the nanotopology on U with    

          respect   to X. We call (U,τR (X)) as the nanotopological  

          space. The elements τR (X) are called as nano-open sets.     

                                                                      

REMARK 2.4 [ 1]: If τR (X) is the nano topology on U with 

respect to X, then the set B = {U, LR(X), BR (X)} is the basis 

for τR (X).     

                                                                                           

DEFINITION 2.5 [ 1]: If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological 

space with respect to X where X   U and  if AU, then the  

nano interior of A  is defined as the union of all nano -open 

subsets  of  A and it is denoted by NInt(A). 

                                                                                                                                   

DEFINITION 2.6[1 ]: If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological 

space with respect to X where X   U and  if AU, then the  

nano closure of A  is defined as the intersection of all nano -

closed sets containing A and it is denoted by NCl(A).      

                                                   

DEFINITION 2.7[ 2]: If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological space  

and AU. Then A is said to be                                                                                                                                                    

(i) Nano semi -open if  ANCl(NInt(A))                                                                                        

(ii) Nano pre- open if  ANInt(NCl(A))                                                                                           

(iii) Nano α - open if  ANInt(NInt(NCl(A))) . 

                                                                 

DEFINITION  2.8 : If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological space 

with respect to X where X   U and  if AU, then a point            

x    A is said to be  nano limit point of A  for each nano -

open set V containing x, V∩(A\{x}) ≠. The set of all nano 
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limit point of A is called a nano-derived set of A and is 

denoted by ND(A). 

 

3. APPLICATIONS OF NANO α – OPEN SETS 

 

DEFINITION  3.1 : If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological space 

with respect to X where X   U and  if AU, then a point x    

A is said to be  nano α-limit point of A  for each nano α-open set 

V containing x, V∩(A\ {x}) ≠. The set of all nano α-limit point 

of A is called a nano α-derived set of A and is denoted by 

NαD(A).  

                                                                                                  

THEOREM3.2. For subsets A,B of  (U, τR (X)), the following 

statements hold:                                                                                     

(1) NαD(A) ND(A), Where ND(A) is the derived set of A;                                                                  

(2) If A  B, then NαD(A) NαD(B);                                                                                                          

(3) NαD(A) NαD(B)   NαD(AB)                                             

      and NαD(A∩B)   NαD(A) ∩ NαD(B)                                                                           

(4) NαD(NαD(A) ) \ (A)   NαD(A);                                                                                                      

(5) NαD(ANαD(A))   ANαD(A).  

                                                                                                             

PROOF: (1) It suffices to observe that every nano-open set 

is nano α-open.                                                                                                        

(3) Follows by (2).                                                                                                                                               

(4) If  x  NαD(NαD(A) ) \ A and V is    a nano α-open set 

containing x, then V∩(NαD(A) \ ({x})  ≠.  Let  y  V∩ 

(NαD(A) \ ({x}). Then, since  y  NαD(A) and  y  V,                       

V∩ (A \ ({y})  ≠.  Let z V ∩ (A \ ({y}).                               

Then,  z ≠ x for  z A and  x   A.                                                           

Hence, V∩(A\ ({x})  ≠.  There , xNαD(A).                                                                                                                                                        

(5) xNαD(ANαD(A)). If  xA, the result is obvious. 

So , let xNαD(ANαD(A)) \ A, then, for  nano α-open set 

V containing x, V∩(ANαD(A)) \ {x})≠ . Thus, V∩(A \ 

{x}) ≠  or V∩(NαD(A) \ {x})≠ . Now, it follows 

similarly from (4) that V∩(A \ {x})≠ . Hence, , 

xNαD(A). Therefore, in any case, NαD(ANαD(A)) 

A   NαD(A).   

                                                                                                               

In general, the converse of (1) may not be true and the 

equality does not hold in (3) of Theorem 3.2.    

                                                                                                                                                                

EXAMPLE 3.3: Let U = {a,b,c,d}with U/R = {{a}, {c}, {b, 

d}} and  X= {a, b}. Then  the nano topology,                                                                

τR (X)= {U, , {a}, {a,b,d}, {b,d}} .                                                                

Thus, R

 (X) = {U, , {a}, {b,d}, {a,b,d}}.                                                    

Take the following                                                                                                                                 

(i)  A = {a,b}, Hence, NαD(A)ND(A).                                                                                                  

(ii) B= {b,d} and  C = {a},                                                                                   

     Hence, NαD(BC)   NαD(B) NαD(C)  

                                                                                                      

DEFINITION 3.4: If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological space 

with respect to X where X   U and  if AU, then the  nano    

 α-closure of A  is defined as the intersection of all nano α -   

 closed sets containing A and it is denoted by NαCl(A).        

That is, N αCl(A) is the smallest nano α -closed set  

 containing A.  

                                                                                                                             

 THEOREM 3.5: For any subset A of (U, τR (X)), then    

   NαCl(A) = ANαD(A).  

  

 

 PROOF:  Since NαD(A))   

NαCl(A), ANαD(A) NαCl(A). On the other hand,   

 let xNαCl(A). If xA, then the proof is complete. If   

 xA , each nano α –open set U containing x intersects A  

 at a point distinct from x; so  x  NαD(A)). Thus NαCl(A))     

   ANαD(A), which completes the proof.     

                                   

 COROLLARY 3.6: For any subset  A of (U, τR (X)) is, nano 

α-closed if and only if  contains the set of its  nano α-  

 limit points. 

                                                                                                                  

DEFINITION 3.7: If  (U, τR (X)) is a nano topological     

space  with respect to X where X   U and  if AU, then      

the  nano  α-interior of A  is defined as the union of all     nano  

α –open subsets  of  A and it is denoted by   NαInt(A).  That is, 

NαInt(A) is the largest  nano α –open  

 ubset of A.    

                                                                                                                                       

THEOREM 3.8. For subsets A,B of  (U, τR (X)), the 

following statements hold:                                                                                          

(1) NαInt(A)  is the largest  nano α –open set contained in A.                                                                                                 

(2) A is  nano α –open if and only if  A = NαInt(A);                                                                                                            

(3) NαInt(NαInt(A) ) = NαInt(A);                                                                                                             

(4) NαInt(A) = A\ NαD(U\ A)                                                                                                              

(5) U \ NαInt(A) = NαCl(U\ A)                                                                                                          

(6) U \ NαCl(A) = NαInt(U\ A)                                                                                                                 

(7) A  B, then NαInt(A) NαInt(B)                                                                                                    

(8) NαInt(A) NαInt(B)   NαInt(A B)                                                                                               

(9) NαInt(A) ∩ NαInt(B) NαInt(A∩B) 

                                                                                        

 PROOF: (4) If  xA \ NαD(U\ A), then xNαD(U\ A)    

 and so there exists an nano α –open set V containing x such    

 that V ∩(U\ A) = .  Then, xU  A and hence     

 xNαInt(A) , that is, A \ NαD(U\ A)   NαInt(A). On the  

 other hand, if  xNαInt(A), then xNαD(U\ A) since  

 NαInt(A) is nano α –open and  NαInt(A) ∩  (U\ A) = .  

Hence, NαInt(A) = A \ NαD(U\ A).                                                                                                    

 (5) U\ NαInt(A) = U\ (A \ NαD(U\ A) ) = (U\ A)  

 NαD(U\ A) ) = NαCl(U\ A).                                                                                           
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